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Mi airdots manual portugues

Xiaomi Redmi Airdots is a wireless headset (truly wireless) of the cheapest and with a great cost advantage. Sometimes, however, the kidneys may not answer calls, listen to music or activate voice assistants. This is because the Xiaomi headphones inside the ear have a main side that reflects the sound on the other phone. To decide,
you need to pair again before you use the headphones back. The Chinese manufacturer's headphones have Bluetooth 5.0 technology, which means the device will be automatically connected from the moment it is removed from the case - as long as it is ever paired with the same device. If this doesn't happen or only one side (left) doesn't
work, make an adjustment. How to pair Redmi Airdots The normal process of their use for the first time will be: Remove two buds from the case and leave it next to the phone; Turn on Bluetooth from your smartphone and wait until the headset is found; Click Redmi AirDots_L or Redmi AirDots_R in pairs; After a few seconds the mating
will be completed, the headphones will be ready. But if it doesn't work. You'll need to reset the connection by reseting the settings. First of all, leave two kidneys charged to avoid any suspicion of battery failure. If the right phone doesn't charge, it won't work. Turn off and wipe Bluetooth information on your device (forget). How to reset
Airdots (reboot) This reboot can resolve pairing conflicts in your headphones. It is a stereo operation, over time there is a loss of pairing between two headphones (left and right), due to the long-term use of one driver or when one of the two headphones become fully unloaded with the help. Put the headphones back in the case; Go to
Bluetooth settings on your phone and remove the pairings; In the device list, tap the gear icon and Redmi AirDots_R and click Desparear or Forget. Then turn off the Bluetooth function. To reset the Plant's default Airdots, remove the headphones from the case; Press the physical button both at the same time for a few seconds (20 to 30
seconds) or until the LED lights redness 2 times; The headset will flash red LED, your Airdots has been successfully discarded. Why do I have to insist for so long? When you take the headset out of the case, it will be activated automatically. You have to turn it off by clicking on the accessory. You can do with one hand at a time, or with
both at the same time (easier). After discarding the two headphones, place the buds in the charging box again and leave them for at least 5 seconds before trying to steam again. Since one side (right) is the main one, choose Redmi AirDots_R in the Bluetooth headphone settings on your smartphone and wait for the pairing to complete.
When the LED comes out, the phone and headphones will already be connected. This should solve the problem as in xiaomi redmi airdots (physical buttons), when in xiaomi mi airdots (touch). Note that in Brazil, Xiaomi Redmi AirDots has been named Mi True Wireless Headphones Essential and Xiaomi Mi AirDots is a Mi True Wireless
headphones. Have you just bought your first Xiaomi Redmi AirDots headset via Bluetooth? Here are tips on how to use your phone's dashboard to answer calls, pause, activate voice assistant, and more. Learn how to pair and reset Mi True Wireless Earbuds Basic.Airdots provide an excellent experience of adapting to different homes or
outdoors. With its ergonomic intraaural design, because the headphones are made with soft silicone, which takes the music directly into the auditory cavity and isolates from external noise without causing discomfort in the ears. Easy to use because they have built-in controls to adjust volume, play music and calls with fast and easy high
recognition. Xiaomi Redmi AirDots headphones are ultra-stylish, refined, lightweight, portable and easy to carry. The speakers have a penetrating and crystal clear sound, so you can enjoy the songs with complete clarity. It has intelligent noise reductions to leave sound quality with high quality. Xiaomi Redmi AirDots: Basic tips How to
answer or disable a call? When you get a call, click the multifunctional button to answer the call. In call mode, click the multifunctional button to finish the call How to reject the call? When you receive a call, press and hold the multifunctional button for 1 second. How to play and suspend music? On standby, press a multifunctional button to
pause or play a song (the music player plays in the background). How do I activate Redmi AirDots voice assistant? On standby, double-click the multifunctional button to open the voice assistant (Chinese support only). Note: Your phone should have voice assistant support. Tips: Xiaomi Redmi AirDots How to activate headphones?
Remove the headphones from the case so that they are activated automatically. To connect the headphones outside the case, press and hold the functional key for 1 second (white light will turn on). How do I turn off my headphones? Place the headphones in the charging box so that they automatically turn off. To turn off the headphones
from the charging box, press and hold the functional key for 5 seconds (the red light will be 2 seconds). How to mate for the first time? Remove two headphones from the charging box. Refresh Bluetooth And choose AirDots_R. The connection will be made automatically. How to reset your headphones? Press and hold the multi-functional
button for 15 seconds until the red and white light breaks out alternately 3 times and turns off a second time. Then go to your phone and remove Redmi AirDots_R from the List of Bluetooth Devices to complete the reset. Sync HeadphonesRemove is just one of the Mi True Wireless Earbuds Basic headphones out of the charging box. The
phone turns on automatically and then turns off by pressing the button for a few seconds. After deactivation, press and hold for 30 seconds until the red light is prepared. Now delete the other phone and repeat the previous process. After that, both headphones should be under red. Then insert them back into the charging box and leave for
about 5 seconds. Okay, The Airdots headphones are in sync with each other. Note: You may have to take revenge on your smartphone. Left or right phone does not connect? First, place the headphones in the charging box, erase the previous Bluetooth connection, and reset the Airdots.Then remove the RIGHT headset from the charging
case. White light will start flashing looking for a connection to a new Bluetooth device.Now go to your phone in the Bluetooth section and select MI AIRDOTS BASIC_R to connect it to the headset. Once the connection is installed, this WHITE light will go. Then remove the LEFT headset from the charging case and wait until it is
automatically connected to the RIGHT handset. How to change songs? You can manually switch songs related to other devices, or click on songs by connecting to Xiao AI's voice assistant. The Xiaomi Redmi AirDots headset supports Xiao AI's voice assistant, activated on MIUI 9.7.12.7 and above. Click twice to activate xiao AI Voice
Assistant.How do you know the box charge level? The light indicator is located on the front of the case. LED behavior will indicate the state of the battery airdots headphone charging boxes. Here's how to determine the level of charge of the case. Case without charge: when the headphones are placed in the case, the LEDs are left off.
This means that the headphones are not charged. Low battery: Box light flashes red every 2 seconds. Fully charged: The red light of the case comes out. Charging headphones When headphones are placed in the charging box, the red light remains on, indicating that Airdots are charging. When 100% charged, the red light will come to
light. How many times can a box recharge headphones? Airdots last four hours. The charging box can charge the headphones 02 times after a full charge. Added to the first load, Battery life can reach up to 12 hours of battery life. To save energy, the headphones automatically turn off after 5 minutes. But only when they are out of
business, disabled or idle. On the charging box the case takes about 1.5 hours to fully charge the headphones. Charging through a data cable can take about 1h 44 minutes to have a full charge. No, there is no problem in charging boxes and headphones at the same time, it is perfectly supported. However, when we do this, downloading
both tends to take longer. When the charge on the headphones is less than 10%, the LED indicator will paint. Why can't I hear the sound on my headphones sometimes? Electromagnetic waves in your area can interfere with the bluetooth connection, so headphones can disconnect or disconnect from the device. Airdots remain paired up
to 10 metres away in open spaces. In barrier environments, this distance is usually shorter depending on the number of obstacles. Mi True Wireless Earbuds Basic headphones must be fully charged before they are used for the first time. Charging the box along with the headphones can take up to 2.5 hours to fully charge both. You also
need to choose the right adapter to charge the headphones and case. Before placing them for charging, make sure the charger has a output voltage of 5v. Read also:
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